Thermal and Waterproof
breathable coatings

Who are CorkSol?
Since 2014, CorkSol have been the UK pioneers in sprayed cork technology. Once the product was established here in
the UK, CorkSol set about developing the CorkSol Approved Applicator Scheme to ensure the quality of application
matched that of the material itself. We now have a national network of professional Approved Applicators capable of
dealing with all types of application from external, internal, roofs and any other substrate you can imagine.

What is Thermocork?
Thermocork is a natural cork coating for new build and renovation projects.
It provides a sustainable, innovative solution for homes, residential, commercial
and industrial buildings. Recommended by Kevin McCloud presenter of
TV’s Grand Designs, it offers an eco-friendly and high-performance alternative for plasterers and render companies.
Cork is taken from the cork oak tree but no trees are felled. Instead the bark is stripped away and this releases oxygen
into the air, which reduces carbon dioxide in the environment. In fact, 14 million tonnes of CO2 are absorbed by the
cork forests, every single year!
That’s good for the planet. The tree’s bark grows back each time. So it’s a sustainable resource (unlike quarried materials).
This raw material goes to make Thermocork.

100% SUSTAINABLE SOURCE
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Thermocork can be applied to almost any surface
and offers a huge range of additional beneﬁts,
quite unlike any other material!
Thermal Insulation

Acoustic Insulation

Flexible

Breathable

Fire and Water resistant

Spray Technology
We are fully committed to spray application of materials as this brings a range of benefits for applicators and
customers alike. We are delighted to also be able to offer sprayed rubber and stone materials.
Sprayed Rubber – this waterproofing product is manufactured from recycled rubber particles which allows a quick
application without joints which are susceptible to the elements. Perfect for flat roof applications.
Sprayed Stone – this is a hard-wearing coating manufactured from quartz particles which can be used in higher
trafficked areas, pathways, cycle paths and decking.
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